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Estabrooke Hall Is Name
Of New Women's Dorm
Nearing Completion
Mrs. Estabrooke
Was Matron
Of Mt. Vernon
Estabrooke Hall will be the name
given the new women's dormitory
110w under construction, it was an-
nounced at the office of President
Arthur A. Ilauck here today. The
name will memorialize Mrs. Kate
Clarke Estabrooke, wife of Horace
M. Estabrooke, who was matron of
Mt. Vernon House, first women's
residence, from 1912 to 1926.
Mrs. Estabrooke, who died recent-
ly in her 81st year, became associated
with the University's administration
shortly after the death of Prof. Esta-
brooke, who graduate from the Uni-
versity in 1876 and was a member of
the faculty from 1891 until his death
in 1908. The three Estabrooke chil-
dren were all graduates of the Uni-
versity.
When Mrs. Estabrooke, who was
born in West Tremont, was married
to Prof. Estabrooke, she became close-
ly associated with the faculty and
community life of Orono. From 1890
until her death she was a member of
the Orono Woman's Club and a regu-
lar attendant at the Congregational
Church. Since leaving Orono, she
has been a member of the University
alumnae association of New York.
She was elected a member of All-
Maine Women, honorary student or-
ganization. In 1926 the University
conferred on Mrs. Estabrooke an
honorary master's degree.
Mrs. Estabrooke was a member of
the Esther Eayres chapter of the
D.A.R. in Orono and of the Frances
Dighton 's.-iiiiants chapter of Bangor.
She was a member of the Maine
State Library Commission until its
affiliation with the state library, a
period of twenty years. She was also
formerly secretary of the educational
committee of the Maine Federation
of Women's clubs.
Prof. Estabrooke was appointed to
the faculty of the University as the
(Castiossied on Page Four)
Arts Club Plans
Musical Show
Try-outs for the musical comedy to
131 presented by the Arts Club Satur-
day, April 20, were held Wednesday
night in South Stevens. The play
selected, "Sonia, the Girl from Rus-
sia," will be presented in Memorial
Gymnasium and is being produced un-
der the general directions of Lot&
Thibodeau. Additional try-outs will
be held tonight, Tuhrsday, in South
Stevens.
Others in charge of the production
include: Music, Stephen Kierstead;
Costumes, Miss Eileen Cassidy and
Mrs. Mary Wetherbee; Stage, Robert
Fortier and William Wetherbee;
Dancing, Miss Eileen Cassidy; Pub-
licity, Robert Davis. Dean Edward
J. Allen and William Wetherbee are
faculty advisers.
The preliminary plans for the show
were made at a meeting of the Arts
aub last week. At that time the
club was reorganized, and it was
agreed that a new president should
be named from a group of candidates,
including Richard Martinez, president
of the freshman class, George Ellis,
and Louis Thibodeau.
Two years ago the Arts Club pro-
duced a musical satire on the politics
of the day. Last year plans were
made for another show but no date
was available.
Much interest was shown at the
meeting last week in the coming pro-
duction, and the entire Arts Club is
behind the endeavor. Rehearsals for
the play will probably start Sunday
or Monday. Additional committees
are to be named this week.
The cast for the play includes, as
well as the principals, several singing
and dancing choruses of both men and
women. The story, briefly, is of a
Russian girl who takes her American
college companions back to Russia
to free her father from prison. When
they arrive they find themselves in
the middle of a minor revolution, but,
as usual in musical comedies, every-
thing turns out all right.
approved by all. Yet with all this
unanimity of opinion the campaign is
lagging behind expectations because
some students are not willing to make
some sacrifices in order that the drive
may go over the top.
Executive Committee and the work-
ers are not discouraged, however, and
are certain that when the students
realize the situation they will give
more generously than they have thus
far. The campaign will either be a
great success or a failure. If the goal
of $18,000 is readied, the drive will be
a success; if $18,000 is not subscribed,
the drive will be a failure.
Every student should give as much
as be possibly can. In arriving at the
goal of $18,000, the Goal Committee,
headed by Doc Gerrish, investigated
he finances of the students and re-
(Continued on Page Four)
Library Fund
Needs Support
Of Students
Gift Average $2 Shy
Of Set Amount
By Daniel Caouette
The Student Library Fund Cam-
paign will not reach its goal of
$18,000 unless those students who
can give more generously than they
have to date do so, the Executive
Committee reported today. The
contributions thus far are below the
average which was hoped for by
the Goal Committee The average
of student contributions now stands
at $7.64. The average gift re-
quired to reach the goal is $9.06
for every one of the 1,942 students.
The difference between these two
figures multiplied by the number of
gifts will be the amount by which the
drive will fail of its goal, unless the
average of contributions comes up.
The Executive Committee and all the
workers are well aware that many
who have contributed have done so
at considerable sacrifice, but they are
certain that there are many who could
have contributed more than they have
without any sacrifice at all. The
Committee is working for 100% par-
ticipation, but at the present rate the
goal will not be reached even with all New England. Today, after a
100% participation, recent illness, he lives in Eastport.
All of the student committees have Maine, and does occasional work. Many
gone to great efforts to plan, organize,
and sell this campaign to the student
body. The generals, captains, and the
aides are working hard to make the has also done paintings and drawn
campaign a success. Everyone is such personages as President and Mrs.
convinced that the object of the drive Roosevelt, Ruth Draper, Charles Dana
is worth while. A new library is in- I Gibson. and Primo Camera. Mr. Frost
dispensable; all the students recog- is a member of the Maine Alpha chap-
rise the fact. The conversion of the ter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. As a
old library into a student union is student here, lie was active in track,
baseball, and debating. His junior
year lie was vice president of AIEE.
Frost Sketch of New Library
•
Jack Frost, '33, writer and artist for the Boston Herald, sketched this conception of
architect's plans.
the new library from the
Jack Frost
Draws Sketch
Of Library
Artist Well-Known
In New England
Mr. Jack Frost, Maine alumnus of
the class of 1933, and author and ar-
tist of Cape Cod Sketches, has sketched
a beautiful copy of the architect's
drawing of the proposed library at the
University of Maine, to initiate the
library drive.
Mr. Frost has been employed on the
staff of the Boston Herald as a writer
and creator of the popular series,
"Fancy This." Since his first draw-
ing, he has won an audience which has
now grown into thousands throughout
of his recent sketches were complete!
there.
In addition to sketching, Jack Frost
Blanket Tax Required
For Wind-up Dance Sat.
Presentation of the blanket tax is
necessary for admittance to the wind-
up dance of the Student Library Fund
Campaign that is to be held on Satur-
day evening, James Harris, chairman
of the 'wind-up' committee, announced
today.
Paul Monaghan's Orchestra will
play at this dance which will follow
the Thornton-Frosh and Northeas-
tern-Maine Track Meets. This dance
will be held in the Memorial Gymna-
sium from 9:30 until 11:30.
Chap rons for this event are to be
Mr. am! Mrs. Charles E. Crossland
and Mr. and Mrs. Earl F. Bennett.
The Editorial Board of the
Maine Campus voted yesterday
to contribute one hundred dol-
lars from its reserve fund for
the new library. The Cam pus
is the second University Or-
ganization to make a donation
to the Library Fund, the Scab-
bard and Blade society having
previously made a gift of fifty
dollars.
GOAL
$18,000  100%
17,000-
16,00
15,000
14,00
13,00
12,00
11,00
10,000
9,00 I -50%
8,000
7,00
6,00
5,000
4,000
3,00
2,00
1,000
Four-Day Run
Of 'Our Town'
Starts Monday
Wetherbee Directs
Pulitzer Play
By Paul Ehrenfried
The University of Maine Masque
will present its third and next-to-
last production of the year March
11, 12, 13, and 14, when it stages
Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer prize-
wi eeee ing play, "Our Town," in the
Little Theatre on the campus.
In the leading role, that of the Stage
Manager, will be Russell Woolley,
star of the first Masque play of the
year, "Girl of the Golden West."
Barbara Savage, winter carnival
queen, will play the ingenue, or female
juvenile lead, Emily Webb. Earle
Rankin will play opposite her in the
role of George Gibbs.
In prominent supporting roles will
be Philip Hutchinson, star of the
Masque play, "Accent on Youth," as
Dr. Gibbs; Jean Boyle as Mrs. Gibbs;
Fred Libby, whom Masque play-goers
will remember as Captain Shotover
in last year's "Heartbreak House," as
Mr. Webb.
Beatrice Besse, who composed an
original musical score for "Accent on
Youth," will play the part of Mrs.
Webb. Robert Fortier, who designed
the scenery for "Accent on Youth,"
and who is musical director for "Our
Town," will also appear in the play
as Simon Stimson.
No Scenery Used
The play was first produce by Jed
Harris in 1938, enjoying a very suc-
cessful run with Frank Craven in the
role of the Stage Manager. The play
is unique in that it uses no scenery.
The locale of the play is Grover's
Corners, N. H., a typical New Eng-
land country town.
The author, Thornton Wilder, at-
tempts to convey the idea that truth
is to be found only in the future; that
living people, occupied with their
petty occupations and small thoughts,
(Continued on Page Four)
Student Pledge Near Half-
Way Point With $8,000;
Three Teams Reach 100%
New Me. Head
HARRY DEXTER WATSON
Watson Is Head
Of Mechanical
Department
Has Been on Faculty
Since 1920
Harry Dexter Watson, member of
the University of Maine faculty since
1920, has been appointed head of the
department of mechanical engineering
in the College of Technology, Presi-
dent Arthur A. Hauck announced
here today. Prof. Watson has been
in charge of the department since last
November, following the death of
Prof. William Jordan Sweetser, who
had been head of the department
from 1915.
Prof. Watson was appointed an
assistant professor in 1923, an associ-
ate professor in 1929, and has been a
professor since 1937. He received
his bachelor's degree from the Uni-
versity in 1920 and his master's de-
gree in mechanical engineering in
1929. He has studied at the Harvard
engineering school and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and attended
the Mechanical Engineering Summer
Conference at Purdue University in
1929.
A registered mechanical engineer
in the state, Prof. Watson has done
professional work for the Penobscot
Fibre Co., the stream pollution sur-
vey of the Penobscot River, Eastern
Manufacturing Co., and consultation
work on design and installation of
heating systems for the Old Town
Fuel Co.
George Ellis, '41, Wins SUMMARY OF TEAMS REPORT UPOak Speaking Contest
George Ellis won first prize in the
Oak Prize Speaking Contest held in
he Little Theatre last Wednesday,
February 28th, at 7:30. Robert El-
well and Dudley Utterback won sec-
and third prizes respectively.
Three others got Honorable Men-
tion. They were Woodrow Merrier,
Edward Oppenhiem, and Paul Moran.
There were thirteen out for the pre- 9
liminary trial.
George Ellis is well known on
campus for his debating ability, and
has won several contests of this sort
during his college career. He is a
member of Phi Elk Kappa fraternity.
Robert Elwell is a reporter for the
Canapes. He is also the president of
The Future Farmers of America; and
a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Dudley Utterback has done consis-
tently good work in the Maine
Masque.
He designed this year's prize-win-
ning snow sculpture for Phi Gamma
Delta.
The money for the Oak prizes
comes from the income of bonds left
by the late John M. Oak for this pur-
pose. The prizes are as follows: $25
for first prize, $15 for second prize,
and $10 for third prize.
Professor Mark Bailey was chair-
man of the Judging Committee. The
other judges were Fred P. I oring,
John Needham, and Edwin litiehrer.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
zo
21
22
23
24
25
Team
Baler tine
Balei tine
Colvili Hall 47
The Maples 44
The Elms 50
South Hall 38
North Hall 28
No. II. Hamlin 64
Cm. H. Hamlin 24
So. If. Hamlin 56
E. Oak Hall 32
Cen. Oak Hall 31
W. Oak Hall 32
Other Campus 11
Alpha Gamma Rho 19
Alpha Tau Omega 36
Beta Theta Pi 30
Delta Tau Delta 31
Kappa Sigma 45
Lambda Chi Alpha 39
Phi Eta Kappa 54
Phi Gamma Delta 45
Phi Kappa Sigma 40
Phi Mu Delta 37
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 43
No. Names No.
In List Subs.
52 27
63 25
% Total Average
Subs. Amt. Subs. Subs.
51.8 $211.00 $ 7.85
39.6 185.50 7.40
33 70.2 258.00 7.85
44 100.0 338.00 7.68
42 84.0 297.00 7.10
23 60.4 88.00 3.84
28 100.0 97.50 3.45
44 68.8 407.00 9.20
21 87.3 156.00 7.45
44 78.6 346.00 7.88
22 68.8 196.00 8.90
25 80.6 172.00 6.88
12 37.4 135.00 11.25
7 63.6 54.00 7.70
18 94.5 121.00 6.70
27 75.0 246.50 9.12
20 66.6 152.00 7.60
30 97.0 191.00 6.70
43 95.5 363.50 8.45
17 43.6 128.50 7.55
29 53.7 236.00 8.15
25 55.5 257.00 10.25
25 62.5 175.00 7.00
35 94.4 267.00 7.60
25 58.2 220.00 8.80
TO WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 1940
Team
26 Sigma Chi
27 Sigma Nu 32
28 Tau Epsilon Phi 17
29 Theta Chi 13
30 "395" 25
31 North of Campus 57
32 Old Town Girls 27
33 Old Town Boys 49
34 University Cabins 34
35 Grove Street 86
36 No. Main and
37 College Avenue 54
38 Park Street 73
39 East of Main Street 91
40 West of Main Street 35
41 Main Street 49
42 Orono Girls 26
43 Webster Girls 32
44 North Campus Girls 11
45 Bangor Boys
46 Bangor Boys
47 Bangor Boys
48 Bangor Girls
49 Bangor Girls
50 Brewer Boys and Girls 27
No. Names
In List
45
48
36
40
33
27
No.
Subs.
24
13
17
10
11
19
15
9
27
37
11
11
43
14
25
7
16
9
10
7
9
25
12
6
Subs.
53.3
40.5
100.0
76.8
44.0
33.4
55.6
18.4
79.5
43.0
20.4
15.1
47.2
40.0
51.0
26.9
50.0
81.8
20.8
19.4
22.5
75.8
44.5
22.2
Total
Amt. Subs.
234.00
78.00
116.00
59.00
80.00
136.00
85.00
62.00
151.50
186.00
75.00
79.00
316.00
156.00
188.00
54.00
146.00
70.00
41.00
50.00
68.00
110.00
57.00
36.00
THE STANDING WEDNESDAY NOON
AMOUNT RECEIVED PERCENTAGE Or TOTAL Coerstatrrotts PERCENTAGE OPSTUDENT BODY
Today $2,483.50 13.8 363 28.5
To date
To go
$7,932.50
$10,067.50
44.0
56.0
1076 55.8
866 44.7
Average
Subs.
9.72
6.00
6.80
5.10
7.27
7.17
5.66
6.90
5.62
5.03
Maples, North
Hall, Tau Ep
Make Goal
By Rachel Kent
Nearly 45%, or $7,932.50, has
already been pledged up to noon
on Wednesday, it was announced
by Charles Peirce, General Chair-
man of the Student Library Cam-
paign Fund Committee. This
amount that has already been
pledged, as checked by the aides
of the individual teams, represents
a 55.3% participation by the stu-
dent body.
There are now three teams showing
100% enrollment. They are the Ma-
ples, fresman girls' dorm; North Hall,
freshman girls' dorm; and Tau Epsi-
lon Phi, social fraternity.
At the time of the latest report,
there have been 1,076 students take
part. This means that in order to
have 100% participation, the slogan
of this campaign, there are still 866
students who have not pledged up
their donations to the new Library
and subsequently to the Student Union
Building.
$2,483.50 Increase
With the present amount of pledged
that have been signed, there is an in-
crease of $2,483.50 over the total
amount as reported yesterday. This
means that there is $10,067.50 yet to
go before the goal of $18,000 is
reached.
This goal, which was set by a rep-
resentative committee of the student
body, is to be readied by Friday noon,
the closing date for this campaign.
With the aides reporting to their
captains by teams, it is possible for
the captains and generals to keep
check on the percentage participation
by teams in the campaign. The chart
that is found elsewhere in this paper
shows that three teams have already
obtained the 100% participation mark.
There are 14 teams out of the 50 teams
entered which now show a 75% or
better enrollment in the campaign.
Since the slogan and main aim of
this campaign is to show that the
students can put this thing across by
100% participation, it is earnestly
hoped by the aides and committee as
a whole that they may report 100%
participation of every team enrolled
at the close.
Daily Check-up
This accurate check on the progress
of this campaign that the student body
has undertaken is done by a daily
rtport of each aide to his or her cap-
tain. These captains in turn report
to their general at a daily meeting at
noon in Coburn Hall. Thus a check
can be had at all times. However,
by having the aides report to their
captains it eliminates the necessity
oi some 100 people coming up to those
noon meetings at Coburn.
(Continued on Page Four)
Debaters Leave
For Five Meets
George Ellis, Brooks Brown, Elton
Carter, and David Maurice, members
of the varsity debate team, left today
on a four-day trip which will take
them to M.I.T., Cambridge, Mass.,
and Tufts College, Medford, Mass
on March 5; Providence College on
March 6; American International Col-
lege, Springfield, Mass., on March 7;
6.82 and Wesleyan University, Middle-
7.18 town, Conn., on March 8.
7,35 The question for the first two de-
11.14 bates, which will be non-derision, is:
733 Resolved, That the United States
7.72 should follow a policy of complete
9.13 economic and military isolation to-
ng ward all nations outside the Western
4.10 Hemisphere engaged in foreign or
7.15 domestic wars. An audience discus-
7.56 sion will follow.
4.40 The question for the last three, which
4.76 will be decision debates, is: Resolved,
6,00 That the United States should take
steps to stop un-American activities
within its borders.
Since Wesleyan and the University
of Maine are both members of the
Eastern Intercollegiate Debate
League, the Wesleyan debate will be
one of the deciding factors for the
championship of the I eague and
therefore one of the most important
of the trip.
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the efforts some of the students have
contributed to the pre-campaign work
of the Library drive. Most of the work
of this particular group has been nec-
essarily of an inconspicuous nature.
Such a contribution, which is made
without the satisfaction of receiving
credit from other students, is to my[
mind more deserving of commendation
land admiration than those contribu-tions of a more obvious character.
Those students who have rendered
especially creditable work are: Will
Alford, Dwight Barrell, Bob Cameron,
Dan Caouette, Jim FitzPatrick, Ra-
chel Kent, Virginia May, Virginia
Pease, Henry Pryor, and Tex Stisulis.
There are many others, of course,
who have worked as hard as these
students, but the above named are the
ones whose work I was most closely
!connected with and feel personally in-
debted to.
BUSINESS STAFF
Advertising Manager  Louis P. Lorusso
Advertising Assistants Milton Hermon, Joseph Goldsmith
Subscription M onager Frances Andrews
Circulation Manager Harold Jordan
Circulation Assistants Donald Weston, Donald Davis
An Analysis
An analysis of the Student Library Fund pledge cards which
have been turned in during the last three days reveals several in-
teresting points. In fact it is a meaty study for psychologists as
well as for statisticians.
In the first place the analysis shows that fairly good progress
is being made in the number of subscriptions secured. This is
important, since one of the objects of the campaign is to achieve
100% participation. However, another object, even more important,
is acquiring the goal of $18,000 (as reconunended by a special
student committee and approved by the Student Advisory Council).
In this respect the results of the pledging to date are far from satis-
factory. The campaign will be considered a success only when both
100% participation and the goal are secured.
A great many students who could give $10 or more as pain-
lessly as they might give $5.00 are getting off by pledging the $5.00.
As far as the goal is concerned, the ultimate success of the cam-
paign depends upon receiving the $10 pledges from those who are
able to make them. And by comparing personalities with pledges
we know that there are many who could afford to make larger con-
tributions.
In general it has been the surprisingly larger pledges of the
poor students in the University, many of whom are working their
way, which raise the averages caused by the small gifts of those
who are in a comparatively better financial position. For example,
the son of a day laborer (family income of $2,000) has pledged $12
to the Library Fund while the daughter of an important business
executive (family income of $5,000 plus) has pledged only $5.00.
Numerous instances of this sort might be cited. No compari-
son can be made of the individual sacrifices of the two classes of
students. It is possible, however, to compare their pride. The
poorer students have come through magnificently, those more able
to contribute have been indifferent.
There is still a chance to correct this situation and win the goal.
The campaign will not end before Friday night. Sufficient time re-
mains in which those who are in a better financial position to sub-
scribe may reconsider their previous pledges and increase them if
they see fit to do so.
The campaign workers, captains, generals, and committeemen
are working hard. They are to be commended for doing their part,
both in regard to the work they have done and to the amounts they
have pledged (all workers are included in the pledging as well as
those with lesser connections to the campaign). The rest is up to the
student body, especially to those who can give wore.
Birth Control at Maine
In view of the disgracefully small representation of the faculty
at last Monday's University assembly, we assume that they will
never again urge student attendance at any future assembly, nor will
we expect them to upbraid the student body for its failure to attend
these functions.
The fact that so many professors did not bother to attend the
Library Campaign assembly may be interpreted in three ways. In
the first place, they may have remained "in absentia" to indicate
that they were not in sympathy with the campaign. The second
interpretation may be that they considered the speakers too far
below their intellectual level. Or, thirdly, they may have had a hard
week-end.
Regardless of the reasons, the faculty's failure to take an in-
terest in a program which was enjoyed by the largest student gather-
ing that we have ever seen at a University assembly shows that
"something is rotten in Denmark." Could it be that the inertia and
lethargy so often attributed to the students actually have their source
in the faculty?
The advocates of compulsory assemblies or chapels might well
investigate the practicality of achieving 100% faculty attendance
before requiring the same from the student body.
Sincerely yours,
Editor, Maine Campus
University of Maine
Orono, Maine
Dear Editor,
In your last issue of the Maine
Campus you or one of your board
painted a rather attractive picture of
what the Maine Co-ed should expect
from Maine men.
Quoting—"Gone are the days of Sir
Philip Sidney, when women were con-
sidered too delicate even to wade
through a mud puddle." Not only do
the Co-eds wade through mud puddles,
they stand on wet and icy streets
hitch-hiking! Can you name another
institution in the country where this
situation is duplicated?
Girls who frequent such places as
the "Chateau" are often seen hitch-
hiking. But I doubt very much if the
typical sophisticated Maine Co-ed con-
siders herself on the same level as
"Chateau" girls.
The situation is becoming serious,
not because it spoils the men's chances
of getting a ride, but because Maine
women are direct representatives of
the University. Their actions are seen
by practically everyone from all over
the State, especially when they expose
themselves on the highways.
Quoting your article again: "Yes, it
seems as though girls on this campus
can say that they have become the full
social equal of men."
Sincerely,
Anonymous '42
Editor's note: The author requests that
his identity be concealed.
March 5, 1940
To the Editor:
It is very pleasing to have the stu-
Maas Als. ILA\ Ali eli.J.AILAL.A.41011 
Res Politicae Small 
By Eds.in Young
Among columnists it is a comma*
practice to have guest writers present
their viewpoints or to allow the regu-
lar columnist time to vacation in Flor-
ida. Starting this week from time to
time this column will be written by
guest writers.
This week's guest columnist is
MARTIN SCHER, a technology student
in class of '42.
Byron Darnton, in an article in the
New York Tittles tells of the influx
of migrant workers into California.
"Spring is coming to California....
and .. is bringing with it an increase
in the flow of migrants into a land
where they seek, but will not find milk
and honey." Between June and De-
cember of last year 44,174 of them en-
tered the state. This year, according
Because of the fact that there is
little need for them in the economy
of the state, and because of seasonal
employment and low wages, the condi-
tions of the "Okies" are very bad. Not
only are their living conditions poor,
but, the author says, "there have been
numerous instances in which their
civil liberties have been trampled un-
derfoot."
This treatment of the migrant work-
ers lends credence to the belief held
by many people that social and political
democracy cannot be achieved until
economic democracy is an established
fact. In these days of talk about
helping the various belligerents in
Europe, it might be well to clean up
our own back yard first.
It seems as though the Allies are
taking advantage of the fact that many
people in this t only d the
headlines. According to reports from
Washington and Puerto Rico sources,
there seems to be little truth in the
report that the British liner Southgate
was attacked by a submarine. Search-
ing planes report her in no apparent
danger and Naval sources state that no
American subs were in the immediate
vicinity of the purported attack. This
technique is vaguely reminiscent of the
submarine scares in the United States
preceding the last war.
Several interesting things have been
disclosed at the hearings of the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board which
is investigating the alleged unfair
labor practices of the Ford Motor
Company, coercion of workers, wire
tapping, and beatings of union organ-
izers and a C.I.O. attorney were dis-
closed by witnesses. One witness told
of a plan to break up a meeting in a
public park. His task was to see that
the sound equipment used at the meet-
ing was confiscated, while another
squad was to get the women and the
children out of the way preparatory
to tarring and feathering the speaker.
How considerate of them to get the
dents join with the alumni and facul- women and the children out of the
ty in the drive for a new university way!
library.
The present student body realizes
perhaps more than any other group
how much a new library building is
needed, and though most of the classes
now in college will have graduated
before building operations commence.
the students will take pleasure and
satisfaction in the fact that they have ringleaders expelled, the president of
contributed to a great cause, the school issued the following state-
The combined drive of students, ment: "This is one institution where
faculty, alumni, and friends of the the faculty will not brook bolshevism."
There must be a lot of bolshevists on
this campus then!
Sixteen Receive "A"
University toward a common objective
will be of lasting benefit in fostering
the spirit of the University.
James A. Gannett
Registrar
NOTICE
Several students and members of
the Department of History and Gov-
ernment are cooperating with the
Maine League of Women Voters in
its series of weekly broadcasts. On
February 16, William Treat, a senior
major in Government and Economics,
was the speaker on the subject "Maine
Taxes." The paper was written by
Professor Edward F. Dow. The talk
of February 23 was written by Mr.
Lawrence L. Pelletier and delivered
by F. Clark Thurston, a senior major-
ing in English. The title was "The
Amending Process of the Federal
Constitution." The broadcasts are
given at 11 :00 a.m, from the Bangor
studio of WLBZ and last for 15 min-
utes.
Miss Alma Fifield, a junior major-
ing in History and Government, will
write and deliver a talk on "The Du-
ties of New Voters." The date of
Miss Fifield's talk is March 15.
• 
Ted Strain, Michigan State College
basketball player, has been nick-
named "Nervous."— ( A C. P. )
Hunter College has more students
than auy other women's college.
The communits policy of boring
from within was aptly illustrated re-
cently. A United Press report tells of
a schcsil down south at which 250
students went on strike for the right
to hold hands with the co-eds. After
the strike was broken and five of the
Semester Averages
Sixteen students earned a four-point
average for the fall semester, Regis-
trar J. A. Gannett announced recently.
Of the sixteen receiving an all 'A'
average, seven were from the College
of Arts and Sciences, five from the
College of Technology, three from the
College of Agriculture, and one was
a special student. Of this group five
were sophomores, nine were juniors,
and there was one senior.
The list consists of: Edwin M. Sea-
bury, special; Frank F.. Brewster, '42;
Corinne L. Comstock, '41; James S.
Condon, '41; Carlton S. Herrick, Jr.,
'42; Edward L. Kozicky, '41; Ruth
E. Loring, '42; Bernard Lown, '42;
Robert S. McDonald, '41; Alfred A.
Mann. '41; Alvalene M. Pierson, '40;
Ernestine K. Pinkham, '41; Edgar T.
Pitts, '42; Virgil S. Pratt, '41; Cath-
erine M. Ward, '41; and James 0.
Williams, '41.
There will be a compulsory meeting
ot all non-sorority women on Monday,
March 11, at 15 Coburn Hall. At
this time a representative to the nomi-
nating committee for W.A.A Council
will be elected.
Patronize Our Advertisers
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Stuff
By University Snoops
Hello, folks ...Lots of folks have
been helping us out this week with
their contributions... Both to the Li-
brary campaign and to our daily
paper. .. Have you pledged yet? ? ?
Better hurry and go along with the
rest of your fellow students—One
more day to pledge—Take advantage
of it...
S.A.E. seems quite popular at the
Maples. Looks like Marge has settled
down for the time being ...Congratu-
lations to Nancy Philbrook and Bob
Hamilton...If anybody wants to win
Polly Reilly's heart just give her a
can of peanut butter...Dot Webbly
thinks Bill is pretty swell and of
course there is Bud, too. ..Betty
to reports from State Department of
Our Town" Leads
'I he usually cheery Bob Fortier has contorted his features into such a woe-
Walker can't seem to make up her
Agricultureborder stations, they are mind neset freshmen certainly do 
begone expression that Peggy Maxwell can't help but laugh. Bob plays the
coming in twice as fast as last year. believe in safety in number... ......
tragic role of a despondent church organist who hanged himself in his attic.
Our Town opens for a four-night run in the Little Theatre, Monday, March 11
Certainly was a surprise to see Es-
ther Drummond and Ginny Jewett
at Penny Carnival stag... Back oi I t poster department is getting all tired
.I. 
iut. The pay-off came when the
the Memorial Gym 
still
gets the t" C 1\11'S CII krt.FR '1 „position for attractiveness to park- ,; • thirty-seven-foot Penny Carnival sign
strung across the street in front of
the bookstore "took a walk." We
thought that was a dirty trick. Why
don't people pick on things their own
size? But, seriously, we thought
college was the place for adults—not
babies.
This really happened! A married
woman of about fifty, looking her age,
dropped into a small drug store near
our house—a store where the sales-
manship is something powerful. The
woman picked up a magazine and
started to pay the proprietor. "Why,
Mrs. So-and-So," he said, "how do
you retain your youth?" Mrs. So-
and-So knew the owner. "After all,
I'm only going to buy a magazine."
We laughed—we don't get any com-
pliments when we buy our five-cent
ice cream cones.
Two more weeks to vacation. Ain't
it wunnderful?
ers... Jack Houghton has his car
down here now.. .Quoting Frannie
Schmidt, "Old Town just can't get
along without me."... According to
some of our early morning risers on
Saturday moring—'The best looking
group of fellows on campus are in
the advanced military class'—Strut
your stuff, boys ...
Marcia McCarthy didn't seem to
appreciate Stan's haircut at all...lt
certainly is too bad that a mere woman
can get a big football hero like Roger
Stearns cooing baby talk—And over
the telephone—"Who isum oo's baby-
kin: Rogie Woggiet P P"Speaking of
Roger Stearns; there's a freshtnan
by that name who got himself married
last month—Congratulations.
By Catherine Ward
To supply a long-felt need for an
adequate work in English on the fa-
mous French dramatist, Jean Racine,
Mr. Clark has undertaken to fill this
gap with a study that gives us an
extremely comprehensive view of the
subject. His aims are fourfold:
(1) to sketch the artistic and social
backgrounds that explain Racine's life
and work, (2) to provide an up-to-date
biography of the poet, (3) to attempt
a critical analysis and estimate of his
plays, (4) to offer an anthology of
the more striking passages from these
plays.
Although the greater part of the
readers of this book will be those
who are acquainted with the French
language and literature, the average
cultivated reader will find in it ma-
terial to satisfy his curiosity alio:::
foreign literature and about a mail
who occupies one of the foremo•••
niches among the world's tragic dram-
atists.
The average conception of classical
drama is that of drama bereft of all
human appeal due to autocratic impi
sition of discipline and regulations.
However, these rules evolved as a
solution to a crisis in which the French ite,
drama found itself—a crisis that in- '
volved ridding the theatre of medieval
confusion and enlisting the support '
of a new rationalistic society. Classi-
cal drama deserves this appellation
because "it portrays man's universal
fate in terms that can be rendered by
each age in its own symbols." The
very restrictions that some disdain
are responsible for the most character-
istic trait of French tragedy—the as-
pect of pure drama—the elimination
of everything that is not the essential
drama to produce simple, denuded
dramatic tension.
Racine's role in the development
of French classical drama was to re-
juvenate it after Corneille lost public
favor. His role takes on a broader
significance, however, when we realize
that he also revolutionized the con- ,
tent of drama by introducing
"l'amour-passion" which has since re- '
maincil the favorite subject of Euro-
pean dramatists.
Better than any other French writ-
er. Racine has represented the two
predominant strains of French ge-
nius—the passions of the flesh and the
passion of the spirit. His achieve-
ment is more unique even in hi.
combination of passionateness of con-
tent with discipline of form.
By Mimi
The summerlike weather that's with
us today reminds us of our last sum-
mer in New York. It was so awfully
hot that every night without fail my
pal and I would buy a newspaper and
some penny candy; then go to an air-
conditioned restaurant, order ice
cream, and spend the evening there—
reading, eating, and waiting for win-
ter to conic.
Just in case University of Maine
students don't know—there's an elev-
enth commandment—"thou shalt not
cut." This, of course, refers to class-
es—not throats.
We're all so busy with the library
campaign that, ironically enough, we
think we should be excused this week
from spending time at the present
libe—if you kmow what we mean!
One of the seminars in the Arts
and Sciences Department has adopted
for its general topic—"War." All
the students are writing papers on
some phase of it—the refugee prob-
lem, the moral, cultural, religious
effects of war, or something like that.
!One of the enrolled, regardless of
the topic, decided he would do his
study on "The Slums." Obviously
it had nothing to do with war. The
professor was quite facetious. He
suggested the paper be called "War
on the Slums."
' We hate to say anything, but a
few students around the campus ap-
pear to have signmania (first cousin
to Klepto) to such an extent that the
Maurice H. Whitten and Lawrence
Kelley have been elected presidents of
Phi Eta Kappa and Phi Mu Delta
social fraternities respectively. Whit-
ten, a former Sophomore Owl, is a
member of the varsity basketball and
baseball squads and has participated
extensively in other extracurricular
activities. He succeeds Donald Smith
as house president.
Kelley was treasurer of Intramural
Athletic Association, chairman of
Soph Hop, and is business manager
of the Prism.
"Pee-Wee" football is now a part of
the intramural program at Mississisppi
State College.—(A.C.P.)
Colgate University's budget has
been balanced for 17 consecutive years.
• 4. rat 
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Taste is the charm of
Coca-Cola. It never loses
the delightful appeal that
first attracted you. And it
never fails to give you a
happy after-sense of com-
plete refreshment. So, join
the millions who enjoy
the delicious taste of
Coca-Cola and get the feel
of' refreshment.
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
Bottled under authority oil he Cots•Cola Co. by
THE COCA•COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.
15 Perkins St., Bangor, Main•
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Bears Lose to Bates;
Injuries, Travel Puts
Team at Disadvantage
• 
Bennett Sets Meet
Record; Smith High,
Winning Two Races
By Paul Ehrenfried
The Maine varsity track team
lost to the Bates track team, 63 1/3
to 53 23, in a meet at Lewiston,
Saturday, March 2. Extenuating
circumstances similar to those
causing the loss to New Hampshire
were responsible for the defeat.
Stan Phillips' injury and the poor
condition of some of the men les-
sened the power of the Maine team.
Bob Bennett set a new meet record
in the 35 pound weight throw with a
toss of 56 feet 344 inches. Don Smith
was high scorer for Maine, winning
the mile and 1000 yard runs.
Atwood won the broad jump, Gil-
man won the 45 yard high hurdles,
and Rich won the pole vault. Sigsbee
was high scorer for Bates, winning
both the 16 pound shot put and the
40 yard dash. Atwood was also third
in the 40 yard dash and second in the
300 yard dash.
Exams, rushing, the winter carni-
val, and the great number of other
activities which have just recently
taken place have prevented many of
the men from getting a sufficient
amount of practice.
David Astor Resigns
Sports Editorship
David Astor, sports editor of the
Campus, has resigned from this posi-
tion due to the pressure of outside
activities, according to an announce-
ment by Charles A. Peirce, editor-in-
chief.
Astor, a junior in the College of
Arts and Sciences, participated in
freshman athletics and has played
junior varsity football. He is a mem-
ber of the Pale Blue Key and is sports
editor of the forthcoming Prism.
Robert Willets has been named act-
ing sports editor. Willets is a junior
in the College of Agriculture
Pale Blue Ski
Team Retains
State Title
Curtis Men Continue
With Class A Rating
The University of Maine ski team
has remained undefeated in all but
national competition during the past
season. A sixth place in the I.S.U.
meet enabled the Pale Blue to retain
their coveted class A rating which they
gained last year. Also by defeating
Bates, in a separate meet, and by suc-
cessfully defending their State title
in the Bridgton meet, Maine has con-
tinued to dominate the Intercollegiate
ski events in this state.
In the I.S.U. meet, held February
23 and 24, Maine climbed in the second
day from ninth place to sixth. In this
meet the finest skiers from Canada and
the United States competed. The
Maine team as a whole did well, and
John Bower in particular was ac-
claimed a star.
At Bridgton the Black Bears suc-
cessfully defended their State Ski
championship when they beat out their
nearest contester, Bates, in the last
day of the meet, February 17. The
high point of this meet was when John
Bower, Charlie Adams, Bill Chandler,
and Walt Strang took the first four
places in the Cross Country. This
together with the other commendable
performances gave Maine the first six
places in the combined. This was the
tenth consecutive year that Maine ski
teams have been victorious in the meet.
In the Bates meet held in conjunction
with the Bates Winter Carnival the
Pale Blue swamped the Garnets, allow-
ing them only four places out of a pos-
sible sixteen. The outstanding per-
formance of this meet was when the
Maine men turned in a perfect score
in the slalom.
The Bower boys, John and Bill, Os-
car Riddle, Walt Strang. Charlie
RIGHT OR WRONG?
A 2-minute test for telephone users
1. It's impossible for you to telephone
to people in two different cities at
the same time.
RIGHT 0 WRONG 0
3. About 757 of tlir.Ii II i m's8.5
million miles of telephone wire 'is
contained in cable.
2. Police Radio Telephone made by
Western Electric is a n outgrow th of re-
search at BellTt I es atone Laboratories.
RIGHT Q WRONG El
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BEAR
FACTS
By Dave Astor
With the exception of the varsity and freshman track meets this week-
end, the winter athletic season is over. And an interesting season it has been,
too. The varsity basketball team lost games but is still a championship team;
the freshmen lost a one-pointer to wreck a perfect season; the varsity track
team lost a good dashman, much to the material benefit of the opposition;
and once in awhile the frosh dropped a few points here and there.
On the other hand, this was Maine's turn on the vicious athletic circle
to have mediocre seasons and to build. In the latter vein we may term this
season successful and look with a confident eye to next year. In basketball,
Wilson, Curtis, and Roberts will be lost. However, Small, Tracy, Arbor,
Leger, Whitten, Crowley, and Downes will all be back. Besides these, there
are the members of Coach Sam Sezak's great frosh club, many of whom are
expected to aid Coach Bill Kenyon considerably.
This year in track we will lose Don Smith, probably the greatest track
man ever to wear the Pale Blue. This, of course, will make a big dent in the
varsity track squad. Besides Smith, Atwood, Stan Johnson, and Rich will be
among the missing. Johnson's sure points in the weights will be sorely missed,
as will the consistent point collecting of Atwood and Rich. All this might
herald the entrance of a funeral march—but there is a brighter side. Stan
Phillips and Howie Ehrlenbach have made the grade this year. Gilman,
Ingraham, Graham, and Kelso will all be back, supplemented by the return
of Blaisdell. In the weights we have Jake Serota, Herb Johnson, and Lefty
Bennett. Serota has been improving each week in the hammer and is expected
to fill Johnson's shoes. Herb Johnson and Bennett are record holders and
anything said about them would be mere repetition. And, dear readers, do
not forget that freshman team. Last but not least, as long as we have Coach
Chester Jenkins, great trackmen will continue to be developed.
With the support and addition of the freshman teams supplementing the
holdovers, we prophesy that next year will be a great year in varsity basket-
ball and track.
This year has proved its worth and has done its service. As long as
the teams have done their jobs to the best of their abilities, what more can
we ask?
Things 'n stuff ...This week Things 'n stuff will be different. We have
been told many times that the most interesting part of this column has been
the last paragraph. It has also been the most fun to write. Therefore it is fitting
we believe, to write the following in this manner. All this year "we" has been
the pronoun used when regarding this column. Today "we" will be changed
to "I," for I have tendered my resignation as your sports editor. As much as
I like the position and the pleasure of writing this column for you, pressure
of other activities forces me to resign.
When I took office last spring, Bear Facts said that a policy of frankness
and constructive criticism would be followed. In you measures the amount
of the success attained. This column has tried to keep the students informed
and to criticize, through writing or in unofficial visits to the athletic depart-
ment, things that needed criticism. I want to thank the many of you who
offered helpful hints and advice concerning the betterment of Bear Facts,
and to the athletic department for its continual co-operation. .To every one
of you a big Bear Hug.
So, if you'll pardon the sentiment, this is Dave Astor with a sincere
tear and a sigh bidding you all good luck and goodbye.
• * • * • • • •
Thanks, Dave, for the fine sports page and column you have prepared
so well this year. Although we are sorry to lose you now, we wish you
the best of luck in your new undertaking. The Campus' loss is the Press
Herald's gain.
The Editor
Adams, Bill Chandler, Bill Garsoe,
and Forest Whitman constitute the
nucleus of this year's team. These
men along with Coach Curtis deserve
much praise because of their excellent
performances, especially when the fact
taken into consideration that they
.ad very little snow this winter on
rich to practice.
Bill Bower and Bill Chandler will
e lost to next year's squad through
craduation. Both of these men have
'<en consistent scorers, and of great
,alue to the team. However, the
:est of the squad will have another
I Manhattan
Restaurant and
Delicatessen Shop
"Our Tongue speaks for
itself"
177 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.
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1 The Amazon
By Corinne Comstock
More results in the basketball tour-
nament have been reported. The
Junior A defeated the Sophomore A,
35-21, on Thursday, February 29. The
Ii next day two more games were played
off. The Freshman A defeated the
Junior A, 43-30. The Sophomore B
were winners over the Freshman B.
29-16. On Monday, March 4, the
Senior A was defeated by the Fresh-
!
' man A, 18-31. That freshman team
plays like champions at the present
time.
year's experience under their belt, and
it is hoped that they will be able to
maintain this excellent record.
EYES OVER
THE CAMPUS
Camera "eyes- are blinking on the nation's campuses to record
every activity and event of interest and importance to you.
Each blink means another graphic picture of college life —
Ind the best of these thousands of photos are brought to
you in our Collegiate Digest picture section.
Accurately and graphically explained with write-ups that
WI the complete story behind each picture, Collegiate
Digest's photos give you • true record of campus life today.
Follow this college picture parade regularly its
TIIIK 4ANIPI"%
Send your pictures of life and activities on ow
ampus to, Collegi•te Digest Section, 323 Fawires
Minneapoirs, Minn All photos used are
paid foe at regular editorial retail.
Bennett Acclaimed Champion As
He Annexes 35-Pound Weight
Title In National IC4A Meet
Boxers Battle
March 20
The pugilists of the University of
Maine will hold the spotlight on the
night of March 20, when they hold
their Intramural bouts in the Memori-
al Gymnasium. These bouts are open
to the public, and, as all the contenders
are in good condition, they ought to
put on a night full of good scraps.
Five weight divisions will be rep-
resented when the boxers throw their
punches in the 126, 135, 147, 160, and
170 pound divisions. These fights,
and there will be about 17 of them,
consist of three two-minute rounds
with a minute rest between rounds.
All in all there will be nearly twenty-
five fighters, with those who survive
the eliminations coming back for
more. At the fast rate at which the
fights will be run off the onlooker
will see new fighters every time he
shifts in his seat.
Hardison and Wight represent the
126 pounders. In the 135 pound class
the probable men will be Abbott,
Crossland, Hancock, McLaughlin,
Perry, and Larsen. The members of
the 147 pound class are Ebbett, Ward,
and Patterson.
Bacon, Martland, Viles, Dudley,
adn Hartley will fight in the 160 pound
division; Ford and Gabrelian will
hold down the heavyweight division.
There may be contenders in the 118
pound class (there are none so far)
as well as additions to the other divi-
sions, but as of this writing the fore-
going fighters will be punching and
ducking when the bell rings for the
Intramural Boxing Meet.
Frosh Expected To
Continue Victorious
In Thornton Meet
Thornton Academy will be the last
team to face the undefeated frosh in
indoor track this season. Saturday
night at 7 p.m. is the time of this
attempt to inflict loss on the yearlings
at the Field House.
Thornton is not expected to offer
much resistance, although they may
threaten in a few events like the
broad jump, high jump, dashes, and
the vault. This meet will give the
coach a chance to shift a few men into
new positions.
"The team will run about the same
events, and unless someone catches
, cold, there will be no great changes,"
says Coach Chester Jenkins. He adds
that in the 600 yard run he might try
the record breaker of the 1000, Jack
Creamer. Because of other impor-
tant activities, Dick Martinez will
probably do no more than try to
place this week. Other than that the
Coach does not know as yet what
others he will shift. The end of the
week will find his plans all set for
another overpowering frosh victory.
As the changes are unknown, the
present men in the events are the
same as of old; Leonard, Rainey, and
Sinkinson in the dashes; Stewart.
Estabrooke, and Creamer in the mid-
dle distances; and Moody, Martinez,
and Hamm in the longer running
events.
In the weights there are Weisman.
Dodge, and Harding; Hadlock in the
broad jump and high hurdles; Brady
in the broad jump and high jump;
and Gildersleeve working in the vaults.
Mrs. Mary Crandon, instructor in
English, spoke on "Humor in Litera-
ture" at the meeting of the Women's
Forum held February 28 at Balentine
sun parlor. A discussion followed the
talk. Mary Cooper, president of
Women's Forum, was in charge of the
meeting.
•
We are at your Service
A safe place to economize
When you think of food
think of Myers Grocery
Phone 225 -403
Team Improves
Showing signs of recovery from
their recent slump, the Maine trigger
squeezers turned in an improved team
score of 3692 for the past week. Ten
men fired the following scores:
Jimmy McCain, 375; C. P. Dow,
373; McClure Day, 372; Paul Galen-
tine, 370; C. B. Smith, 370; Harry
Peavey, 369; Bob Dodge, 369; Harold
Whitely, 367; Robert Norton, 366; and
Eben Leavitt, 361. All these scores
were out of a possible 400 and were
made from four positions.
This score produced victories over
Kansas State, University of Kansas,
Missouri School of Mines and a loss to
Ohio State. The varsity team scored
a victory over the University of Wy-
oming, 1378 to 1356. Men on the
team were McCain, Dow, Day, Peavey
and Smith.
The frosh team of five (Dodge,
NVIiitely, Norton, Leavitt, and Phil
Plaisted) fired against the Louisiana
State frosh. The Maine yearlings have
not lost a meet this year and are ex-
pected to come through on this match
when the scores come in.
The squad record to date is 55
matches, with 49 victories and 6 losses.
Kenyon Issues First
Call for Baseball
Coach Bill Kenyon issued his first
call for varsity batterymen last Wed-
nesday and got a large turnout. Ac-
cording to Kenyon his major difficulty
this year will probably be in finding
suitable hurlers. "I'll find one even
if I have to call out our co-eds to do
it," he said.
The three men who did the bulk of
the hurling last year, Bud Browne,
Ken Clark, and Art Chick, have
graduated. Al Mann was called upon
to do some pitching at times and
showed promise but lacked experience.
Others who will bear watching are
I efty Holmes, Mac Roberts, Lefty
,
I Chase, and last year's frosh ace, EdDangler.
The leading backstop candidates
are Hal Anderson, Fred Bucklin, and
Al Adams. Several members of last
year's freshman team also give indi-
cation of seeing service.
Maine Cindermen To
Meet Northeastern
A strong Northeastern track team
comes here to meet the Maine track
team Saturday. March 9, in the field
house. Northeastern has already beat-
en Bates, so it appears that the Maine
team will have a battle on its hands.
Northeastern has at least one strong
man in every event. It has two fast
sprinters in Caswell and Chipkin, and
a good hurdler in Shanker.
Mascianica, Massachusetts schoolboy
champion in the 600. will be running
in that event for Northeastern. Locker-
by and Drevitch are strong men in
the 1000, while Gallant has turned in
good performances in the mile. Pro-
hudski and Carpenter are outstanding
in the two mile event.
Field has done six feet in the high
jump, and Coleman has done well in
both the high jump and the pole vault.
Wiren is an all-round star, competing
in the shot put, hammer, and broad
jump.
•
Maine Rifle I Perkins Is 2nd
As Johnson
Scores Third
Husky Bob Bennett, ace Univer-
sity of Maine weight man, contin-
ued his record-breaking season by
annexing the 1C4A 35 pound
weight crown on Saturday, March
2. at Madison Square Garden in
New York City. Bennett, after
several fine tosses, hurled the iron
ball 57 ft. 41/2 ins, to better the
throws of Niles Perkins, Bowdoin
College, star and his teammate,
Stan Johnson. In winning he came
within inches of smashing the rec-
ord distance for the event, 57 ft,
9 ins., held by Hank Dreyer, of
Rhode Leland State. Perkins' throw
of 56 ft. 11% ins, barely nosed
out Johnson, whose best effort was
56 ft. 10% ins.
The win for Bennett marked the
second time that the Maine junior
had swung himself into the national
track spotlight. Last year the 190-
pound athlete captured the A.A.U.
hammer-throwing championship in na-
tion-wide competition against the best
men in the country. Bennett also
made a throw of over 58 feet but
fouled in doing so, while one of
Johnson's best tries was also disquali-
fied for the same reason.
The victory of these two Pale Blue
luminaries is indeed pleasing to Maine
track followers, as it presages strength
in the approaching State Meet. Thus
far the Bears have proven exception-
ally strong in the weight events,
especially the 35 pound event and the
discus. Both Bennett and Johnson
appear to be in top form this year,
while Jake Serota is also a vastly
improved performer in this event.
I Scrota's showing in the Bates meet
was very pleasing both to Coach Jen-
kins and the Maine fans, and Jake
is expected to play an important partin future contests.
Ten freshmen were chosen to serve
on their class banquet and executive
committees, Dean Lamest S. Corbett
announced today. Those who are on
the banquet committee are: Marie
Rourke, chairman, Evelyn Tondreau,
Talbot Crane, Millard Boss, and Albi-
on Fenderson.
Those who were chosen for the exec-
utive committees are as follows:
Charles Pfeiffer, chairman; Edward
Robinson, Rita Cassidy, Margaret
Church, and Frank Haines.
The Yanks are not coming.
•
jonason's Restaurant
The students' "meeting-place" and favorite restaurant
FOUNTAIN SERVICE — DINNERS
Book Center for Eastern and Northern Maine
Lending Library— Artists' Supplies
Picture Framing — Greeting Cards
Picture and (jilt Shop
13 liamniond St. Bangor. Me.
Coburn, Higgins Picked
In Prep School Tilts
The annual Prep School basketball
tournament will be held in the alumni
gymnasium Friday night and Satur-
day afternoon. According to the rec-
ords this should be an interesting
tournament with Coburn and Higgins
fighting it out for the top honors.
Friday Hebron and Coburn are
slated to meet at 7:30 with Kerns Hill
and Higgins following at 8:30. The
playoffs will consist of a consolation
game at 1:00 and the finals at 2.00
Saturday afternoon.
Maine Well Drillers
Hold Meeting Here
A meeting of the Maine Well Drill-
ers' Association was held Saturday.
March 2, on campus. R. E. Tracy, of
Brewer, president of the association.
presided.
Following Dean Paul Choke's greet-
ings, a lecture was given by Prof.
E F. Bennett on soils pertaining to
well drilling. J. M. Trefethern dis-
cussed geological aspects of well drill-
ing. There was an inspection tour of
the soils mechanics and geology lab-
oratories after the lectures.
Dinner was served to those attend-
ing the meeting, in the north dining
room of Hannibal Hamlin Hall. Af-
ter dinner Mr. R. D. &ruder spoke
on water systems and pumps.
Arrangements for the program have
been carried out by Prof. Earl F.
Bennett. The College of Technology
sponsored the meeting.
NOTICE
All of those students who missed
any of their Freshman Week tests,
with the exception of the senior class,
made up those tests this week. Those
who took the tests included freshmen,
sophomores, juniors, and transfer stu-
dents.
The scores made by the students
will give some definite measure of
their ability, and thus will help to
assure proper guidance through their
college careers.
Examinations were given in the
following subjects: French, Algebra,
Social Studies, English, Reading, and
American Council.
The College 4-H Club will broadcast
a program over station 'WART Satur-
day afternoon, March 9, at 130. This
broadcast will he one in the series of
programs that are being presented by
the Penobscot County 4-11 Clubs.
Those who participate from the Col-
Fee Club are J Alice Smith '41. Mir-
iam Brown '41, Stanley Gates '40, Ed-
 ,' win Potter '40, and Harlan Rowe '42.
ii
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VIVLAN ROSWELL, operator
at the busy switchboard of
Chicago's Stevens Hotel,
largest in the world, takes
time out to enjoy a Chest-
erfield
CHESTERFIELD is .4i/terms's
Busiest Cigarette because
it's Cooler-Smoking, Bet-
ter-Tasting and Definitely
Milder.
Cortr,41, ;
LIGGETT a, Myra"
TOKACCO (0
,okr.
ASK FOR CHESTERFIELD
7o-olav.i. De/Chile* alder
COOLER-SMOKING
BETTER-TASTING CIGARETTE
Cali for all the good things you want
in a cigarette... Chesterfield has them.
COOLNESS. . . Chesterfields are Cooler
MILDNESS. . Chesterfields are Definitely Milder
TASTE... Chesterfields Taste Better
In size, in shape, in the way they
burn, everything about Chesterfield
makes it the cigarette that satisfies. You
can't buy a better cigarette.
hesterfield
'To think I gave Harold that Arrow Tie!"
It seems everybody likes the looks of Arrow Ties!
That's because the patterns are selected by Arrow's
Style Scouts. Arrow's fine fabrics are tailored to
tie into perfect knots. Arrow Tics are wrinkle-
resistant. Come in today and take your pick of
Arrow's latest masterpieces.
$1 and $1.50
VIRGIE'S
UNIVERSITY STORE
ORONO
NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW
DAY PROGRAM
Three Years
EVENING PROGRAM
Four Years
• • •
A minimum of two years of college
work required for admission.
A limited number of scholarships
available to coliege graduates.
LL.B. Degree conferred
Admits men and women
47 MT. VERNON ST., BOSTON
Near State NOUS°
• 
111 nationally advertised
to and pencil sets, watches
and electric shavers arc
sold here
Round's Jewelry Store
35 FILMS 75DEVELOPED 
FINE GRAIN • LARGE PRINTS
Lop repri.to Re tr•chl Roarler In•p•Rot•
••<14 5 • 7 onlarwownt. 10E "eh
COmPLITE PRICE LIST EPEE ON PfOlJEST
110flICTITI 1.14010 SERVICE
LIBRARY CAMPAIGN
(Continued from Page One)
ported that the amount proposed was
within their means. Surely this is
not excessive, and if each student will
make a sacrifice for this worthy cause
the goal will be reached.
It must be remembered in making
contributions that they are not, strictly
speaking, gifts for which nothing will
be given in return. In most colleges
there are library fees which are placed
on the term bills. At the University
of Maine, use of the library is free.
Let's be able to celebrate the Vic-
tory Dance Saturday night by reach-
ing the goal of $18,000.
Estabrooke Hall
(Continued from Page One)
professor of rhetoric and modern lan-
guages. In 1895 he was made pro-
fessor of English.
Of the Estabrooke children, Eliza-
beth R. Estabrooke graduated in 1908.
She married the late Howard L. Far-
well, of the class of 1909, and resides
in New York City. Carl B. Esta-
brooke, who graduated in 1912, died
in 1938. Marion C. Estabrooke, who
graduated in 1912, lives with her hus-
band, Lawrence M. Hunt, of the class
of 1916, in Memphis, Tenn., where
Mrs. Estabroke died.
Estabrooke Hall, which is under
construction by the Public Works Ad-
ministration, will house 160 students.
The dormitory, which will cost ap-
proximately $340,000, will make pos-
sible a slight increase in the number
of women admitted to the University.
In recent years registration was re-
stricted by the lack of residence
facilities for women. The building
is located at the south end of the
campus, south of Colvin Hall. women's
dormitory, on an area just east of
the girls' athletic field. Built in the
shape of a block E, the long facade
will face Balentine Hall, also a worn-
eii's dormitory.
Campus Calendar
Thursday
2:45 Ski School
Friday
2:45 Ski School
Prep School Tournament
March 9
Maples vie party
Saturday
Prep School Tournament
up dance
Track meet
8:00 Campaign wind
Is
-
femorial Gym
March 10
I.ittle Theatre
March 11
1.ittle Theatre
Sunday
4:15 Vespers
Monday
7:45 Masque
Tuesday
7:45 Masque
Wednesday March 13
7:45 Masque I.ittle Theatre
Thursday March 14
7:45 Masque Little Theatre
"OUR TOWN"
(Continued from Page One)
know little of true joy and happiness.
He is aided toward this end by his
use of symbolism, something which is
used to a great extent by contempo-
rary dramatists, particularly Eugene
O'Neill, who is a pioneer in this field
of dramatic expression.
The play is both humourous and
sad, and is especially scathing in its
attack on the pettiness of human na-
ture. As the reviewer for the New
York Times said, "Mr. Wilder has
transmuted the simple events of a
human life into universal reverie. He
has given it a profound, strange, un-
worldly significance-brimming over
with compassion.... A beautiful
evocative play  hauntingly beau-
t." 1 play."
Wetherbee Directs
The production is being directed
by William H. Wetherbee, new in-
structor in the drama department this
year, who also staged "Accent on
Youth." He is taking the place of
Prof. Herschel Bricker, regular
March 7
March 12
Little Theatre
March 8
Miss Pearl Baxter will speak at the Masque director, who is just recover-
meeting of the etiquette course on
March 12, in 28 South Stevens. The
topic will be "Week-end Visitor."
•
•
Be Healthy
Bowling keeps you so-
It's fun, tool-Come and
try it at the
SPORTLANDBOWLINGALLEY
•
ing from a serious illness. The play
"Our Town" is replacing the produc-
tion of "Hamlet" which was post-
poned until next year because of Prof.
Bricker's illness.
There is no doubt but that "Our
Town" will add to the Maine Masque's
already large list of notable produc-
tions. In presenting "Our Town,"
the Masque is trying, as usual, to
bring to this section of Maine one of
the finer bits of drama which are not
•
•
DICK WHITE
The College Photographer
offers you
8" x 10" pictures of entire Junior Class for $1.00
Bank Building, Orono
On Campus-J. Ingham-Beta
Tel. 211
•
VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN 'NITS
BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres
 •
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
March 10-11-12-13
Clark Gable, Joan Crawford
in
"STRANGE CARGO"
with
Ian Hunter
March 14-15-16
"SWISS FAMILY
ROBINSON"
with
Thomas Mitchell, Edna Best
BIJOU
IRA 51.011
Maul) 9-10-11
Saturday, Sunday, Monday
Wallace Beery
"THE MAN FROM
DAKOTA"
with
Dolores Del Rio and
John Howard
March 12-13-14
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
"CASTLE ON THE
HUDSON"
with
John Garfield, Pat O'Brien
Ann Sheridan
thrilling picture
5TRP141)
111111\ 11
Thurs., March 7
"THE INVISIBLE MAN
RETURNS"
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Nan Grey
News-Comedy
Fri. & Sat., March 8-9
"LITTLE OLD NEW
YORK"
Alice Faye, Fred McMurray
Richard Greene, Andy Devine
News-Cartoon
Sunday, Monday, March 10-11
"MARINES FLY HIGH"
Richard Dix, Chester Morris
Lucille Ball
News-Cartoon-Going Places
Tues., March 12
This is the Big Wei
It may be "Your Nite"
"The Jones Family" in
"YOUNG AS YOU
FEEL"
Crime Doesn't Pay-Sportlight
Wed., March 13
"CALLING
PHILO VANCE"
.1. Stephenson, Margot
Stephenson
News-Cartoon
March of Time
.••••••••••••••••••
Student Pledges
(Continued from Page One)
These daily standings that are com-
puted and presented to the student
body about their campaign shows per-
centages of pledges received and per-
centages of students participating. In
the box it is also worked out so that
the daily amounts are shown in rela-
tion to the total of yesterday and the
grand total.
Partial List of Subscribers
Rachel Brown '43, Mary Springer
'43, Patrick Ford '43, Harriet H. Ord-
way '43, Barbara Savage '42, Marga-
ret E. Pearson '43, Jean C. Mack '43,
Berneice Thompson '43, Dorothy B.
Mown '43, Eugene Leger '42, Rudolph
Conti '42, Herbert Peabody '40,
George H. Smith 42, Elmer P.
Thompson, Jr., '42, Donald Idarriner
'42.
Wilbur R. Edgecomb '42, George
N. Dougherty '41, Louis T. Harris
'40, Frank E. Brewster '42, Alton W.
Clark '42, Howard C. DuShon '42,
Levi S. Dow '42, Gerald E. Elliott '42,
Edgar B. Harrington '42, Donald M.
Kilpatrick '42, Henry F. Murdock '42,
Philmore \V. Meserve '42, Keith
Thompson '42, John %V. Houghton '42.
William B. Talbot '42.
John C. Alley '40, Earle D. Bessey,
Jr., '40, Kenneth G. Burr '40, Myron
S. Gartley '40, John A. Marsh '40,
Alvah E. Pangburn '40, William Ra-
der '40, Alfred G. Brundage '41, John
Hoyt '41, Owen H. Smith '41, Myron
J. Towle '41, Benjamin S. Troop '41,
Harvard Whitten '41, Cecil Wood-
bury '41, Arthur G. Extell '42.
Bertrand E. Blanchard '42, June
Bridges '41, Miriam Brown '41, Mari-
on Miller '41, Ruth Reed '41, Priscilla
Thomas '40, Esther Drummond '41,
Blanche Conlan '41, Ann Rollins '42,
Elizabeth Grant 41, Salley E. Bur-
leigh '42, Margaret Moulton '42, June
A. Page Laura Craft '41, Sara
Natalie R. Hood '42, Nancy C. Phil-
brook '42, Cherrie Thorne '42, Elinor
L. Dixon '42, Virginia E. May '42,
Malcolm S. Loring '40, Rockwood N.
Berry '41, Lyman Jacobsen 43, Philip
Curtis '40, Russell Idatley '43, Albert
Edelstein '43, Paul W. Horeyseck '43,
Everett P. Ingalls, Jr., '43, Henry
Fogler '43, Gordon K. Tooley '43,
Donald Wheeler '43, Charles Blan-
chard '43, Richard Collins '43. Stough-
ton Atwood '43, George C. Grant '41,
William %V. Treat '40, Richard A.
Bragdon '43, Leighton R. Richardson
'43, Richard M. Smith '40, Philip C.
Chute '43, James Rostron '43, Albert
H. Adams '41, Phyllis Knapp '41,
Priscilla E. Brown '41, Mildred C.
White '42.
Edith J. Huntley '43, M. Harriett
Perro '43, Alice E. Heald '43, Carolyn
E. Rogers '43, Hartwell C. Lancaster
'42, James Shiro '40. Carlton M. Brac-
kctt 43, Jerry de Roth 42. James NV.
Russell '43, Everett B. Chamberlain
1'41. Robert A. Elwell '42, Alton G.
Bonney, Jr., '42, Richard E. Detwyler
'43, Judson B. Cuningham '43, John
R. Dyer '41.
Shirley G. Webster '41. Laurence
Dorr '43, Edward N. Robertson '42,
Harold E. Ferry '43, Ivan B. Bubar
43, Payson Titcomb '43, Philip G.
Baker '42, Lloyd B. Duggan '42,
Gooden Gray '40, Donald %V. Libbey
'43. Robert H. Reedy '43, Murray
Bowden '43. Orson Foster '42, Carl-
ton E. Crossland '43, James Wean '43.
Gordon Thompson '42, John A.
O'Brien '43. Charles N. Vickery '42,
Angelo S. Zieno '41, John Blethen '42,
Dean C. Kimball '42, Sherley M.
Sweet '40, J. Wilfred Cvr '42, Leo
Estabrook '43, Gerald Osgood '43,
Keith Kinney '43, Victor Levere '42,
generally available for eastern Maine
audiences.
Bangor Office Supply
"Students' Supplies"
18 Post Office Square, Bangor
•
Haircutting is an art.
A cheap job makes you
conspicuous.
Get the best from
BILL CASEY
te 111,1g ()ram
John R. Finch '43, Frederick E. Bur-
den '41. Edward Schertzer '42.
Ed L. Goldberg '42, Harry Beck-
man '43, Ronald Klein '43, Linwood
Pinansky '43, Milton Herman '43,
Robert Di Persio '41, Jack Weidmer
42, Earle E. Good '43, John J. Cream-
er '43, Armand C. Sedgeley '43, Wen-
dell T. Butler '42, Charles L. Baker
41, Francis W. Lovering '39, Kenneth
D. Bell '41, Nicholas Denesuk '42.
Harold E. Whitney '43, Ruth E...
Loring '42, Joyce Ramsey '41, Marie
C. Pinette '42, Sarah L. Barter '41,
Audrey M. Koehler '42, Virginia
Clark '43, Virgina Foss '43, M. Lu-
cille Hall '40.
E. Maxine Robertson '40, Dorrice
H. Dow '40, George C. Treat '41,
Emil F. Hawes '40, David L. Byer '41,
Winston Pullen '41, Harold E. Mon-
govan, Jr., '43, Leonard J. Perry, Jr.,
43, Edward Guptill '43, Charles E.
Bartley '43, Robert T. Dodge '43,
Harry Cope '42, James L. Russell '42,
Anne E. Perry '40, Natalie Stevens
'43.
Anna R. Cahill '41, Miriam Golden
'40, Patricia M. Ryan '42, Marion
White '40, Nancy M. Schillig '42,
Betty C. Mack '41, Shirley Berg '43,
Emily A. Rand '41, Margaret Crom-
well '41, Ida Rolnick '43, Patricia
Ramsdell '43, Charlotte M. Torrey '43,
Jean A. Morse '43, Eleanor McCarthy
'43, Winona Cole '43.
Dorothy E. Albert '43, Rita Cassi-
dy '43, Robert I. Browne '42, Na-
thaniel J. Crowley '42, Clarence K.
George '41, Mary L. Tarr '43, Hope
Bryant '43, Eleanor C. Look '41, Dor-
othy Warren '42, Edward Barrows
'42, Cutler L. Ellis '42, Byron Can-
dage '42, Harry L. Deering '42, Mar-
garet E. Hauck '40, Lawrence M.
Downes '42.
Joseph Adler Jr. '43, Charles Arbor
'41, Frank Barrows Jr. '43, Alfred
Barry '43, Wallace A. Beardsell '40,
Warren Bickford '43, Clifford W.
Birch Jr. '43, Gilbert C. Burns Jr. '43,
Ray E. Corliss '43, Lewis P. Emery
'43, Willard E. Fenderson '41, Stan-
ley F. Gilman '43, Donald C. Harper
'43, Ralph R. Hartley '43, Stanley
Harvey '43.
Ernest E. Haskell, Jr., '43, Ernest
J. Hine '43, Everett Hoffman '43,
Robert Ingalls '43, Donald Jardine '43,
Ralph A. Johnson, Jr., '43, Irving
Keiter '43, John Selmer-Larsen, Jr.,
'43, James A. Moulton '43, Clifton
Nickerson '43, Stuart H. Perkins '43,
David E. Rich, Jr., '43, E. A. Robin-
son '43, Philip I. Russell '43, Bret
Standish '43.
Roger E. Stearns '43, Stanley Supo-
vitz '43, Walter Thomas '43, Walter
R. Welch '43, Frank M. Wright, Jr.,
'43, Camilla Doak '41, Elizabeth Eme-
ry '41, Marcia Finks '40, Elizabeth
:Mulholland '40, Dorothy Shiro '40,
Anna Simpson '40, Priscilla Thurlow
'42. Dora B. West '41, Constance
Banks '42, Barbara Bean '43.
Constance Bouchard '43, Barbara
L. Came '43, Muriel B. Cleverly '42,
Mara Frost '43, Harriett Furbish '43,
Evelyn Grenci '43, Anita M. Hague
'43, Iva Henry '43, Barbara Leadbet-
ter '43, Virginia R. Lombard '42, Emi-
ly M. Oakes '43, Francesca M. Peraz-
zl '43, Muriel E. Pratt '42, Ruth Row-
ell '40, Sally Rubinoff '43.
Alice G. Stillings '42, Beth %V.
Stone '42, Barbara Thompson '42, Ev-
elyn G. 0. Tondreau '43, Bette M.
Webb '43, Esther Whitman '43, Gar-
field NI. Arthur '40, Russ P. Dearborn
'41, Joe Ingham '41, Allston P. Keyes
'40, John T. Maines '40, Ray W. Cur-
tis. Jr., '42, Laurence J. Harlow '41,
Ellis R. VanHoesen '42, Donald
Moore '40.
John D. Pratt '40, David A. Adams
'42, Robert W. Burleigh '40, Stewart
W. Dalrymple '41, Sam Dyer, Jr., '42,
Sidney V. Goodrich '41, James L.
Hutcheon '41, John H. Jordan '40,
James Morrison '42, Dana H. Nye '42,
F. O'Neil Robertson, Jr., '41, Wayne
F. Shipman, Jr., '40, James E. Talbot
'41, John P. Trowbridge '41, John R.
Anderson '42.
Joseph S. Boulos '42, Donald Brac-
kett '41, John C. Clement, Jr., '41,
Ralph 0. Dale, Jr., '42, Franklin D.
Dexter '41. John %V. Eldridge '42,
Laurie J. Greenleaf '42, Fred C. Han-
son '41. Allan W. Johnson '42, Fred-
erick Johnston '40, Joseph N. Mul-
lets, Jr., '42, Arthur W. Richardson
'40, Delmar D. Shaw, Jr., '41, David
W. Warren, Jr., '41, Frank R. Wil-
liams '41.
Donald Blaisdell '41. Kenneth %V.
Blaisdell '41. Donald H. Davis '42,
Thomas I... Fairchild '41, Ben Gra-
ham '42, Joseph S. Higgins '42, Har-
old J. Jordan '41, Roy Raymond '40,
Adam W. Wilson '41, James 0. Ham-
ilton '41, Walter N. MacGregor '41,
Kenneth S. Pruett '37, Reginald Rob-
erts '42, Harry M. Byram '40, Wallace
R. Francis '42.
The Yanks are not corning.
Celebrate your successful Student Library Fund
this week-end at
Pat's
Drive
We have a fine assortment of
ST. PATRICK'S DAY CARDS
Drop in and make your selections early
PARK'S r:TINVi
9he Vtz-Foley Hotel
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
RESTAURANT
"Famous for Fine Foods"
18-20 State Street Bangor. Maine
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